**Last information on Montpellier meeting**

**Meeting place location**

**Be careful!** There are three Ibis hotels in Montpellier, and two of them are in the center of town and very close to each other:
- Ibis Centre (RHEA meeting)
- Ibis Comédie (in the Triangle building)

See the figure below.

(also, if you use GoogleMap, notice that there is a confusion between Ibis and Mercure hotels, by they are very close)

From the Ibis hotel, you can go very easily by foot (~5 mn) to the Comédie square, which is the “strategic” area in Montpellier.
**Walking in Montpellier**

Unfortunately, we had no time to organize a pedestrian visit in the old town, due to the manade option on Thursday evening. But I really suggest you to have at least a short walk in the old town on Wednesday evening (narrow streets, cathedral, etc.). You will find a lot of restaurants there.

The Antigone area is a modern district in neo-antic style, that have been designed by Ricardo Bofill, where you can also find restaurants and bars.

---

**Last but not least**

Not very “reliable” Mediterranean summer weather, this year (especially on WE !). But the last forecast is not so bad for us…

---

**Météo Montpellier - 34000**

Bullendu vendredi 2 septembre à 9h - prochaine mise à jour à 12h

Sélectionnez une échéance ci-dessous

Ve 2 | Sa 3 | Di 4 | Lu 5 | Me 6 | Je 7 | Va 8 | Sa 9 | Di 10 | Lu 11 | Me 12 | Va 13
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
26°C | 26°C | 26°C | 26°C | 26°C | 26°C | 26°C | 21°C | 22°C | 22°C | 26°C | 26°C